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Text and Image in Modern European Culture is a collection of essays that are transnational and interdisciplinary in scope.
Employing a range of innovative comparative approaches to reassess and undermine traditional boundaries between art forms
and national cultures, the contributors shed new light on the relations between literature and the visual arts in Europe after 1850.
Following tenets of comparative cultural studies, work presented in this volume explores international creative dialogues between
writers and visual artists, ekphrasis in literature, literature and design (fashion, architecture), hybrid texts (visual poetry, surrealist
pocket museums, poetic photo-texts), and text and image relations under the impact of modern technologies (avant-garde
experiments, digital poetry). The discussion encompasses pivotal fin de siècle, modernist, and postmodernist works and
movements in Britain, France, Germany, Italy, Poland, Russia, and Spain. A selected bibliography of work published in the field is
also included. The volume will appeal to scholars of comparative literature, art history, and visual studies, and it includes
contributions appropriate for supplementary reading in senior undergraduate and graduate seminars.
This 2000 book explores the literary and cultural significance of spice, and the spice trade, in Romantic literature.
Last Days is a practice of radical imagination for our current political and environmental crises. It excavates the conditions that
have brought us here—white supremacy, heteropatriarchy, corporate power, capitalism—and calls ancestors, birds, organizers, and
lovers to conjure a new world. It explores how to transform our future to be more beautiful, more just, and more compassionate
than we can imagine.
Every great idea has a beginning. The same applies to Hollywood's movie industry. When the movies began more than 100 years
ago, they were without sound, had subtitles and were accompanied by music. The "Classic Silent Films Poster Book" celebrates
the silent era by presenting rare, vintage color posters from nearly 50 great silent movies of all time. Films represented in the book
include "The Perils of Pauline" (1914), "The Birth of a Nation" (1915), "The Spoilers" (1914), "Intolerance" (1916), "Hell's Hinges"
(1916), "Broken Blossoms" (1919), "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" (1920), "Way Down East" (1920), "The Mark of Zorro" (1920), "Tol'
able David" (1921), "Orphans of the Storm" (1921), "The Kid" (1921), "The Sheik" (1921), "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse"
(1921), "Nanook of the North" (1922), "Safety Last" (1923), "The Hunchback of Notre Dame" (1923), "The Covered Wagon"
(1923), "The Ten Commandments" (1923), "Greed" (1924), "The Iron Horse" (1924), "Sherlock, Jr." (1924), "Peter Pan" (1924),
"The Big Parade" (1925), "The Gold Rush" (1925), "The Phantom of the Opera' (1925), "Ben Hur" (1925), "Son of the Sheik"
(1926), "The Lost World" (1925), "Sparrows" (1926), "The Scarlett Letter" (1926), "The Black Pirate" (1926), "Don Juan" (1926),
"Seventh Heaven" (1926), "What Price Glory? (1926), "Beau Geste" (1926), "For Heaven's Sake" (1926), "Flesh and the Devil"
(1927), "The General" (1927), "Wings" (1927), "Sunrise" (1927), "Thc Cat and the Canary" (1927), "Our Dancing Daughters"
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(1928), "The Crowd" (1928), "The Circus" (1928), "City Lights" (1931) and "Tabu" (1931). Great silent film stars and filmmakers
represented in this book include Richard Arlen, John Barrymore, Richard, Barthelmess, Wallace Beery, Clara Bow, Lon Chaney,
Charlie Chaplin, Joan Crawford, Ronald Colman, Cecil B. DeMille, Douglas Fairbanks, William Farnum, John Ford, Greta Garbo,
John Gilbert, D.W. Griffith, Lillian and Dorothy Gish, William S. Hart, Buster Keaton, Harry Langdon, Harold Lloyd, Ramon
Novarro, Mary Pickford, Charles "Buddy" Rogers, Constance Talmadge, Eric Von Stroheim, Rudolph Valentino and more. The
"Classic Silent Film Poster Book" isn't intended to be a complete representation of all the greatest silent films ever made. It's
certainly a great start. For any silent films fan or collector, it's a collection worth having.
The Poetic Character of Human Activity: Collected Essays on the Thought of Michael Oakshott is a collection of nine essays by
two Oakeshott scholars, most of which explore the meaning of Oakeshott’s pregnant phrase, “the poetic character of human
activity” by comparing and contrasting this central idea with similar and opposing ones, in particular those of the Chinese thinkers,
Zhuangzi and Confucius, but also of Western thinkers such as Plato, Leo Strauss and Eric Voegelin. Common themes addressed
include the poetic or non-instrumental aspects of philosophizing, teaching and learning, morality and governance.
Information overload is a subject of vital, ubiquitous concern in our time. The Poetics of Information Overload reveals a fascinating
genealogy of information saturation through the literary lens of American modernism. Although technology has typically been
viewed as hostile or foreign to poetry, Paul Stephens outlines a countertradition within twentieth- and twenty-first-century literature
in which avant-garde poets are centrally involved with technologies of communication, data storage, and bureaucratic control.
Beginning with Gertrude Stein and Bob Brown, Stephens explores how writers have been preoccupied with the effects of new
media since the advent of modernism. He continues with the postwar writing of Charles Olson, John Cage, Bern Porter, Hannah
Weiner, Bernadette Mayer, Lyn Hejinian, and Bruce Andrews, and concludes with a discussion of conceptual writing produced in
the past decade. By reading these works in the context of information systems, Stephens shows how the poetry of the past
century has had, as a primary focus, the role of data in human life.
Through a dizzying array of references to subjects ranging from engineering to poetry, on-the-job experiences in academia and
industry, conflicts between working-class and intellectual labor, the privatization of universities, and the contradictions of the
modern environment, Joe Amato’s Industrial Poetics mounts a boisterous call for poetry communities to be less invested in artistic
self-absorption and more concerned about social responsibility. s Amato focuses on the challenges faced by American poets in
creating a poetry that speaks to a public engineered into complacency by those industrial technologies, practices, and patterns of
thought that we cannot seem to do without, he brings readers face to face with the conflicting realities of U.S. intellectual,
academic, and poetic culture. Formally adventurous and rhetorically lively, Industrial Poetics is best compared with the
intellectually exploratory, speculative, risky, polemical work of other contemporary poet-critics including Kathleen Fraser, Joan
Retallack, Bruce Andrews, Susan Howe, and Allen Grossman. Amato uses an exhilarating range of structural and rhetorical
strategies: conventionally developed argument, abruptly juxtaposed aphorisms, personal narrative, manifesto-like polemic, and
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documentary reportage. With a critic’s sharply analytical mind, a poet’s verve, and a working-class intellectual’s sense of social
justice, Amato addresses the many nonliterary institutions and environments in which poetry is inextricably embedded. By
connecting poetry to industry in a lively demonstration against the platitudes and habitudes of the twentieth century, Amato argues
for a reenergized and socially forceful poetics---an industrial poetics, rough edges and all. Jed Rasula writes, “I can’t say I pay
much attention to talk radio, but this is what I imagine it might be like if the deejay were really smart, enviably well read, yet
somehow retained the snarling moxie of the am format.”
This collection of original essays focuses on new and continuing movements in British Poetry. It offers a wide ranging look at
feminist, working class, and other poets of diverse cultural backgrounds.
A close examination of Bob Dylan's songs that locates his transgressive style within a long history of modern (and modernist) art.
The 2016 Nobel Prize in Literature recognized Bob Dylan as a major modern artist, elevating his work beyond the world of popular
music. In this book, Timothy Hampton focuses on the details and nuances of Dylan's songs, showing how they work as artistic
statements designed to create meaning and elicit emotion. With Bob Dylan's Poetics, Hampton offers a unique examination of both
the poetics and politics of Dylan's compositions. He studies Dylan not as a pop hero, but as an artist, as a maker of songs.
Focusing on the interplay of music and lyric, Hampton traces Dylan's innovative use of musical form, his complex manipulation of
poetic diction, and his dialogues with other artists, from Woody Guthrie to Arthur Rimbaud. Moving from Dylan's earliest
experiments with the blues through his mastery of rock and country to his densely allusive more recent recordings, Hampton offers
a detailed account of Dylan's achievement. Locating Dylan in the long history of artistic modernism, he examines the relationships
among form, genre, and the political and social themes that crisscross Dylan's work. With this book, Hampton offers both a
nuanced engagement with the work of a major artist and a meditation on the contribution of song at times of political and social
change.
Brighten your classroom with 10 full-color poetry posters, one for each month of the school year! Each poster features a kidpleasing poem from a favorite poet—and an opportunity to build vocabulary, develop an awareness of rhyme and rhythm, and enjoy
word play. You’ll also find a teaching guide with fresh and fun activities and reproducibles that build literacy and help kids get the
most from each poster. Great for bulletin boards! For use with Grades K-3.
In The Making of a Human Bomb, Nasser Abufarha, a Palestinian anthropologist, explains the cultural logic underlying Palestinian
martyrdom operations (suicide attacks) launched against Israel during the Al-Aqsa Intifada (2000–06). In so doing, he sheds muchneeded light on how Palestinians have experienced and perceived the broader conflict. During the Intifada, many of the martyrdom
operations against Israeli targets were initiated in the West Bank town of Jenin and surrounding villages. Abufarha was born and
raised in Jenin. His personal connections to the area enabled him to conduct ethnographic research there during the Intifada, while
he was a student at a U.S. university. Abufarha draws on the life histories of martyrs, interviews he conducted with their families
and members of the groups that sponsored their operations, and examinations of Palestinian literature, art, performance, news
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stories, and political commentaries. He also assesses data—about the bombers, targets, and fatalities caused—from more than two
hundred martyrdom operations carried out by Palestinian groups between 2001 and 2004. Some involved the use of explosive
belts or the detonation of cars; others entailed armed attacks against Israeli targets (military and civilian) undertaken with the intent
of fighting until death. In addition, he scrutinized suicide attacks executed by Hamas and Islamic Jihad between 1994 and 2000. In
his analysis of Palestinian political violence, Abufarha takes into account Palestinians’ understanding of the history of the conflict
with Israel, the effects of containment on Palestinians’ everyday lives, the disillusionment created by the Oslo peace process, and
reactions to specific forms of Israeli state violence. The Making of a Human Bomb illuminates the Palestinians’ perspective on the
conflict with Israel and provides a model for ethnographers seeking to make sense of political violence.
During the Cold War an unlikely coalition of poets, editors, and politicians converged in an attempt to discredit--if not destroy--the
American modernist avant-garde. Ideologically diverse yet willing to bespeak their hatred of modern poetry through the rhetoric of
anticommunism, these "anticommunist antimodernists," as Alan Filreis dubs them, joined associations such as the League for
Sanity in Poetry to decry the modernist "conspiracy" against form and language. In Counter-revolution of the Word Filreis narrates
the story of this movement and assesses its effect on American poetry and poetics. Although the antimodernists expressed their
disapproval through ideological language, their hatred of experimental poetry was ultimately not political but aesthetic, Filreis
argues. By analyzing correspondence, decoding pseudonyms, drawing new connections through the archives, and conducting
interviews, Filreis shows that an informal network of antimodernists was effective in suppressing or distorting the postwar careers
of many poets whose work had appeared regularly in the 1930s. Insofar as modernism had consorted with radicalism in the Red
Decade, antimodernists in the 1950s worked to sever those connections, fantasized a formal and unpolitical pre-Depression High
Modern moment, and assiduously sought to de-radicalize the remnant avant-garde. Filreis's analysis provides new insight into why
experimental poetry has aroused such fear and alarm among American conservatives.
Taking seriously Guillaume Apollinaire's wager that twentieth-century poets would one day "mechanize" poetry as modern industry has
mechanized the world, Carrie Noland explores poetic attempts to redefine the relationship between subjective expression and mechanical
reproduction, high art and the world of things. Noland builds upon close readings to construct a tradition of diverse lyricists--from Arthur
Rimbaud, Blaise Cendrars, and René Char to contemporary performance artists Laurie Anderson and Patti Smith--allied in their concern with
the nature of subjectivity in an age of mechanical reproduction.
This Concise Companion gives readers a rich sense of how thepoetry produced in the United States during the twentieth centuryis connected
to the country’s intellectual life more broadly. Helps readers to fully appreciate the poetry of the period bytracing its historical and cultural
contexts. Written by prominent specialists in the field. Places the poetry of the period within contexts such as: war;feminism and the female
poet; poetries of immigration andmigration; communism and anti-communism; philosophy andtheory. Each chapter ranges across the entire
century, comparing poetsfrom one part of the century to those of another. New syntheses make the volume of interest to scholars as wellas
students and general readers.
It’s become commonplace in contemporary culture for critics to proclaim the death of poetry. Poetry, they say, is no longer relevant to the
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modern world, mortally wounded by the emergence of new media technologies. In Poetry Unbound, Mike Chasar rebuts claims that poetry
has become a marginal art form, exploring how it has played a vibrant and culturally significant role by adapting to and shaping new media
technologies in complex, unexpected, and powerful ways. Beginning with the magic lantern and continuing through the dominance of the
internet, Chasar follows poetry’s travels off the page into new media formats, including silent film, sound film, and television. Mass and
nonprint media have not stolen poetry’s audience, he contends, but have instead given people even more ways to experience poetry.
Examining the use of canonical as well as religious and popular verse forms in a variety of genres, Chasar also traces how poetry has helped
negotiate and legitimize the cultural status of emergent media. Ranging from Citizen Kane to Leave It to Beaver to best-selling Instapoet Rupi
Kaur, this book reveals poetry’s ability to find new audiences and meanings in media forms with which it has often been thought to be
incompatible. Illuminating poetry’s surprising multimedia history, Poetry Unbound offers a new paradigm for understanding poetry’s still
evolving place in American culture.
Using the concept of otherness as an entry point into a discussion of poetry, Jonathan Hart's study explores the role of history and theory in
relation to literature and culture. Chapters range from trauma in Shakespeare to Bartolomé de Las Casas' representation of the Americas to
the trench poets to voices from the Holocaust.
This collection looks at the developments in British poetry from the Movement until the present. The introduction not only provides a context
for these changes but also argues that poetry criticism has been debilitated by the quest for political respectability, a trend which can only be
reversed by reconsidering the idea of tradition. The essays themselves focus on general themes or individual authors. Written in a clear and
informed manner, they provoke the reader into a fresh awareness of the nature of poetry and its relation to society.
This book studies design in airline travel posters of the 1920–1970: period. It is both a semiology and a sociocultural cultural history that
explores the way advertising posters combine information and fantasy to create seductive images/texts. The book is lavishly illustrated in
colour, the images constituting part of the overall argument. The field of poster studies is vast, but it is surprising how little work has been
done till date on the fundamental structures – semiotic and semantic – that underpin the visual messages posters produce. Most studies of
posters focus either on their history; on specific themes – politics, travel, sport, cinema; or on their status as collectable items. Though such
approaches are valid, they hardly account for the specificity of the poster’s appeal or for the complex semiotic and cultural issues poster art
raises. This book sets out to tackle these latter issues since they are fundamental both to the deeper significance and to the wider appeal of
the poster as a cultural form. In doing so it focuses on the field of airline travel posters which developed precisely in the period of the
twentieth century (1920–1970) that coincided with the onset of mass travel.

By the spring of 1970, Americans were frustrated by continuing war in Vietnam and turmoil in the inner cities. Students on
American college campuses opposed the war in growing numbers and joined with other citizens in ever-larger public
demonstrations against the war. Some politicians—including Ronald Reagan, Spiro Agnew, and Richard Nixon—exploited
the situation to cultivate anger against students. At the University of California at Berkeley, student leaders devoted
themselves, along with many sympathetic faculty, to studying the war and working for peace. A group of art students
designed, produced, and freely distributed thousands of antiwar posters. Posters for Peace tells the story of those
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posters, bringing to life their rhetorical iconography and restoring them to their place in the history of poster art and
political street art. The posters are vivid, simple, direct, ironic, and often graphically beautiful. Thomas Benson shows that
the student posters from Berkeley appealed to core patriotic values and to the legitimacy of democratic deliberation in a
democracy—even in a time of war.
Description: Poster for Poetry Live at The Globe with information about who will be reading.
This wonderful new edition of Poems on the Underground is published to celebrate the 150th anniversary of the
Underground in 2013. Here 230 poems old and new, romantic, comic and sublime explore such diverse topics as love,
London, exile, families, dreams, war, music and the seasons, and feature poets from Sappho to Carol Ann Duffy and
Wendy Cope, including Chaucer and Shakespeare, Milton, Blake and Shelley, Whitman and Dickinson, Yeats and
Auden, Seamus Heaney and Derek Walcott and a host of younger poets. It includes a new foreword and over two dozen
poems not included in previous anthologies.
Fieldworks offers a historical account of the social, rhetorical, and material attempts to ground art and poetry in the
physicality of a site. Arguing that place-oriented inquiries allowed poets and artists to develop new, experimental models
of historiography and ethnography, Lytle Shaw draws out the shifting terms of this practice from World War II to the
present through a series of illuminating case studies. Beginning with the alternate national genealogies unearthed by
William Carlos Williams in Paterson and Charles Olson in Gloucester, Shaw demonstrates how subsequent poets sought
to ground such inquiries in concrete social formations—to in effect live the poetics of place: Gary Snyder in his back-to-theland familial compound, Kitkitdizze; Amiri Baraka in a black nationalist community in Newark; Robert Creeley and the
poets of Bolinas, California, in the capacious “now” of their poet-run town. Turning to the work of Robert Smithson—who
called one of his essays an “appendix to Paterson,” and who in turn has exerted a major influence on poets since the
1970s—Shaw then traces the emergence of site-specific art in relation both to the poetics of place and to the larger
linguistic turn in the humanities, considering poets including Clark Coolidge, Bernadette Mayer, and Lisa Robertson. By
putting the poetics of place into dialog with site-specificity in art, Shaw demonstrates how poets and artists became
experimental explicators not just of concrete locations and their histories, but of the discourses used to interpret sites
more broadly. It is this dual sense of fieldwork that organizes Shaw’s groundbreaking history of site-specific poetry.
Can poetry act as an aesthetic amplification device, akin to a microscope, through which we can sense minute or nearly
imperceptible phenomena such as the folding of molecules into their three-dimensional shapes, the transformations that
make up the life cycle of a silkworm, or the vaporous movements that constitute the ever-shifting edges of clouds? We
tend to think of these subjects as reserved for science, but, as Ada Smailbegovi? argues, twentieth- and twenty-firstPage 6/8
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century writers have intermingled scientific methodologies with poetic form to reveal unfolding processes of change. Their
works can be envisioned as laboratories within which the methodologies of experimentation, natural historical description,
and taxonomic classification allow poetic language to register the rhythms and durations of material transformation.
Poetics of Liveliness moves across scales to explore the realms of molecules, fibers, tissues, and clouds. It investigates
works such as Christian Bök’s insertion of a poetic text into the DNA code of living bacteria in order to generate a new
poem in the shape of a protein molecule, Jen Bervin’s considerations of silk fibers and their use in biomedicine, Gertrude
Stein’s examination of brain tissues in medical school and its subsequent influence on her literary taxonomies of
character, and Lisa Robertson’s studies of nineteenth-century meteorology and the soft architecture of clouds. In their
attempt to understand physical processes unfolding within lively material worlds, Smailbegovi? contends, these poets
have developed a distinctive materialist poetics. Structured as a poetic cosmology akin to Lucretius’s “On the Nature of
Things,” which begins at the atomic level and expands out to the vastness of the universe, Poetics of Liveliness provides
an innovative and surprising vision of the relationship between science and poetry.
The unique collaborative relationship between text and image has allowed the once-humble poster to evolve distinctive
strategies of persuasion that have transformed modern advertising. Closely related to contemporary developments in the
visual arts—in particular Futurism and Art Deco—these advances also reflect the contemporary confluence between art
and graphic design. Focusing on the innovative visual equivalents of conventional textual ways of communicating
meaning—metaphor, metonymy, and rebus—Poetics of the Poster looks at how modern-day signage—from airline logos to
tourism advertisements to boxing match announcements—wields maximum persuasive power over viewers.
By reinterpreting 20th-century poetry as a listening to and writing through noise, The Poetics of Noise from Dada to Punk constructs a literary
history of noise through poetic sound and performance. This book traces how poets figure noise in the disfiguration of poetic voice.
Materializing in the threshold between the heard and the unheard, noise emerges in the differentiation and otherness of sound. It arises in the
folding of an “outside” into the “inside” of poetic performance both on and off the page. Through a series of case studies ranging from verse
by ear-witnesses to the First World War, Dadaist provocations, jazz modernist song and poetry, early New York City punk rock, contemporary
sound poetry, and noise music, The Poetics of Noise from Dada to Punk describes productive failures of communication that theorize
listening against the grain of sound's sense.
From band posters stapled to telephone poles to the advertisements hanging at bus shelters to the inspirational prints that adorn office walls,
posters surround us everywhere—but do we know how they began? Telling the story of this ephemeral art form, Elizabeth E. Guffey
reexamines the poster’s roots in the nineteenth century and explores the relevance they still possess in the age of digital media. Even in our
world of social media and electronic devices, she argues, few forms of graphic design can rival posters for sheer spatial presence, and they
provide new opportunities to communicate across public spaces in cities around the globe. Guffey charts the rise of the poster from the
revolutionary lithographs that papered nineteenth-century London and Paris to twentieth-century works of propaganda, advertising, pop
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culture, and protest. Examining contemporary examples, she discusses Palestinian martyr posters and West African posters that describe
voodoo activities or Internet con men, stopping along the way to uncover a rich variety of posters from the Soviet Union, China, the United
States, and more. Featuring 150 stunning images, this illuminating book delivers a fresh look at the poster and offers revealing insights into
the designs and practices of our twenty-first-century world.
In the late 1950s the notion of a "mother poem" emerged during a confessional literary movement that freed poets to use personal,
psychosexual material about intimate topics such as parents, childhood, failed marriages, children, infidelity, and mental illness. In Male
Poets and the Agon of the Mother, Hannah Baker Saltmarsh argues that male poets have contributed to what we think of as the literature of
motherhood—that confessional and postconfessional modes have been formative in the way male poets have grappled with the stories of their
mothers and how those stories reflect on the writers and their artistic identities. Through careful readings of formative elegies and homages
written by male poets of this time, Saltmarsh explores how they engaged with femininity and feminine voices in the 1950s and 60s and sheds
light on the inheritance of confessional motifs of gender and language as demonstrated by postconfessional writers responding to the rich
subject matter of motherhood within the contexts of history, myth, and literature. A foreword is provided by Jo Gill, professor of twentiethcentury and American literature in the Department of English and associate dean for education at the University of Exeter.
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